November 13, 2014
Injury at job site:

Scottsdale Dr

I was in a meeting"at the time I received a phone call from
around 1:21pm
on Friday November 7, 2014
stated be had an emergency and need me to respond.
was injured while attempting to cut roots from inside of 4" cl:iy pipe.
called dispatch to
stated there was and explosion and flames bumed

get Fire, Police, and P G&E on scene and I immediately left the meeting along with
was being
and proceeded to.the jobsite. I anived on scene and
treating by San Jase Fire and getting ready to be transported to the hospital in an
ambulance. I spoke with
and
and they w ent over with me how
the injury occurred. The crew was attempting to install a temporary 3" pipe inside the 4"

clay pipe because they need to continue working out in the street due more roots on the
next work day:
was attempting to remove roots using 'a cordless power tool
(sawzall) when an explosion occurred with a burst of fire which threw
back
g exited the trench and a second explosion occurred.
about five (5) feet back.
was providing flISt aid to
while
was making necessary phone calls.
The location where the power line bored. through the sanitary lateral was not marked in
red or any other color paint to indentify it. All other utilizes in the work zone were

marked and identified.

Maintenance Supervisor
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To Whom it may concern,
On Thursday November 6 2014 Overtime crew (
, and
)
was dispatched to
Scottsdale dr to service a sewer lateral. Upon arrival we
attempted to video the lateral and could not pass at the area where the cable tv conduit
was installed. At this time we started exp osing the marked utilities by hand. We had
exposed the gas main, A IT conduit, and a electrical conduit. We then placed boards on
the open trench and made the area safe b ecause we were dispatched to an emergency
relief at approximately 6:30 pm. On Friday 11-7-2014 Crew 4 was dispatched back to
Scottsdale dr. The crew Members were
\V.as picked up about 11 :45am to attend a staff meeting. We spent the morning
exposing the remaining marked utilities. We located all marked out utilities. At this point
w e started to remove the lateral up to the point where we couldn't pass with the camera.
Once the lateral was removed to said point we were able to pass the camera through ·the
lateraL W e saw numerous roots and offsets throughout the remainder of the lateral and
detennined that- it needs to 'be replaced. We could not see anything that resembled any
type of pipe or wire due to the severe roots. There was not enough time remaining on the
shift to proceed so I instructed
to install a temp and set boards and barricades. At
this point he attempted to install a 3 inch pipe-inside of the 4 inch clay but couldn't get it
to insert.
stated that" he was hitting the roots and that they n eeded to be cut out ofthe
way to make the 3 inch pipe fit.
attempted to pull out the roots with a manhole hook
with no success.
then asked
for the Sawzall and inserted the qlade inside the
4 Inch clay and started to cut out the roots. At this time a large explosion occurred and
was thrown back approximately 4 feet then jumped out of the trench. At this time
another explosion occurred and we cleared the area and barricade off tbe area.
Homeowners started coming out stating that their power had gone off. I called My
Supervisor (
and informed him of what had happened and then called City
dispatch to have them calI 911.
and
arrived at the sc'e ne shortly
after the call. Phone cail to
was at 1:20 pm. Medics arrived and took
·to
the hospitaL He had obvi (~ms burns to his arms, face and hair. PG&E arrived within about
30 minutes. At this point they did not know what had been cut as their USA marJcings
were 9 feet in towardS the property but after further investigation they determined that the
t ut item was indeed one of their high voltage wire that was drilled through the sewer
lateral by a subcontractor back in the 90's. This wire was not marked out by USA. .1bis
wire was totally covered up by roots and could not be identified by the video or flashing.
At 3:30 PG&B requested that we dig around the wire so they could access it for repair
which I did. Once the w ire was exposed more we lifted out of the lateral and installed the
3 inch temp and boarded up the job. W e installed a steel trench plate over the area in the
road and se~ured the area at 6:30.
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